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Cation vacancies on both sublattices (VTi, VSr) have been identified in homoepitaxial pulsed laser

deposited SrTiO3 films using high intensity variable energy positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy

(PALS) measurements. Film nonstoichiometry was varied by varying laser fluence. PALS showed that on

increasing the fluence above the Ti=Sr� 1 value, the concentration ratio ½VSr�=½VTi� systematically

increased. Reducing the fluence into the Ti-poor region below resulted in additional vacancy cluster defect

formation. Vacancy concentrations greater than �50 ppm were observed in all films.
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The extraordinary breadth of fundamental properties
exhibited by complex oxides establishes their position as
emergent research device materials [1]. This diversity is
largely confined to perovskite oxide, ABO3, related mate-
rials, thus enabling growth of epitaxial multilayers with
well-defined interfaces. Films with conductivities from in-
sulating to superconducting can be combined with ferro-
electric, piezoelectric, magnetic, or multiferroic, layers.
The control of conducting electron systems at interfaces
between SrTiO3 and other band insulators provides further
novel device design opportunities [2]. Device materials,
however, typically require unparalleled levels of purity
and perfection. This presents a particular challenge for
oxides, imposing severe demands on stoichiometry and
impurity content, which in turn require suitable character-
ization methods with concomitant sensitivity. The domi-
nant native point defects in the close packedABO3 structure
are expected to be vacancies. Point and extended defects in
oxides often influence, and can control, both transport and
the characteristic physical property, e.g., ferroelectricity,
providing opportunities for nanoscale engineering [3,4].
While the importance of oxygen nonstoichiometry in oxide
epilayers has been established [5], the existence and nature
of cation nonstoichiometry has received less attention.
Recently, however, its central role in the suppression of
donor doping activity in SrTiO3 was demonstrated [6,7].

Here we report the detection and identification of both
Ti and Sr vacancies in pulsed laser deposited (PLD) ho-
moepitaxial SrTiO3 using depth resolved positron lifetime
measurements made with a high intensity, reactor-based,
positron beam. Defect identification is confirmed by den-
sity functional theory (DFT) calculations of positron life-
times. These calculations are extended to other complex
oxides and illustrate the broad potential of the method.

PLD is widely used for producing high quality complex
oxide thin films, in part due to its perceived simplicity.
While it is often assumed that transfer from the ceramic

target is stoichiometric, it has been demonstrated that the
SrTiO3 Ti=Sr ratio can vary with laser fluence [6,8].
Molecular beam epitaxy deposition of SrTiO3 has been
performed using solid sources where fluxes, and hence
stoichiometry, can be controlled to on the order of 0.1%–
1% [9], and with a combination of solid and metal-organic
sources where precision may be improved by self-
regulation of stoichiometry [7]. Variation in Ti=Sr ratios
has been inferred from variation of the c-axis lattice ex-
pansion with respect to the substrate, measured using high-
resolution x-ray diffraction (XRD) [6,8–10]. Stoichiometry
has been quantified using Rutherford backscattering spec-
troscopy; films exhibiting an XRD peak coincident with
the substrate and designated stoichiometric deviated by
<1% in composition, films with �c � 5:5 pm deviated
by <5% [9]. Energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS)
of PLD films established a variation in stoichiometry from
Ti poor at low laser fluence, through Ti=Sr� 1, to Sr poor
at high fluence; films with expansions of 13 and 0.4 pm
gave Sr excesses of 21.8% and 1.0%, respectively, increas-
ing the fluence further gave a film with �c ¼ 5 pm and a
Ti excess of 4.5% [8].
When the cation nonstoichiometry is large transmission

electron microscopy (TEM) identifies Ruddlesden-Popper
planar faults for Sr excess [6,9,11], or regions of amor-
phous TiO2 for Ti excess [11]. The possible presence of
cation vacancies has been inferred from inhomogeneous
contrast modulations observed from films with smaller Ti
excess [6]. However, TEM is limited to the detection of
local vacancy concentrations of the order �1% [5], and
while EDS can provide Sr=Ti ratios with comparable
sensitivity, it cannot recognize the coexistence of Ti and
Sr vacancies. The presence of cation vacancy defects has
also been inferred using electron spectroscopy methods;
electron energy loss near-edge structure in combination
with theoretical calculations suggest the presence of
VSr defects at SrTiO3 grain boundaries [12], and x-ray
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absorption spectroscopy of TiO2:Nb showed an increase in
Ti 3d holes attributed to Ti vacancies [13].

Positron lifetime measurements can have sub-ppm sen-
sitivity for vacancy defects [14], and can provide defect
identification. Implanted positrons rapidly thermalize, then
annihilate from a state i with a lifetime �i and probability
Ii. This can be a delocalized state in perfect lattice, or a
localized state at a vacancy defect since positrons can trap
strongly in the potential well resulting from the missing
atomic core. The reduced electron density at the vacancy
site increases the positron lifetime above the value charac-
teristic of the perfect (bulk) material �b (Table I). The
positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy (PALS) spec-
trum contains multiexponential lifetime components con-
volved with the spectrometer timing resolution function,
and is analyzed using a trapping model where the rate of
positron trapping �V is proportional to the defect concen-
tration [V], �V ¼ �V½V�;�V is the defect specific trapping
coefficient [14]. If there is only one type of vacancy,
then two lifetime components are predicted; the second,
�2 ¼ �d, is characteristic of the particular vacancy (e.g.,
Table I), and the first has a value depressed below the
perfect lattice lifetime by an amount that depends on the
rate of trapping to the defect, �1 � �B. At sufficiently high
defect concentrations �1 becomes negligible and cannot be
detected. This indicates the onset of saturation trapping and
sets the upper limit for the absolute vacancy concentration
that can determined by lifetime measurements. However, if
the positron diffusion length can be measured, this limit
can be circumvented. When two types of vacancy defect
are present, e.g., V1 and V2, and saturation trapping occurs,
the ratio of the intensities of the two defect lifetime com-
ponents is given by

I1
I2

¼
�
�V1

�V2

��½V1�
½V2�

�
: (1)

The �V value depends on the local charge of the vacancy
defect; neutral or negative vacancies are efficient positron
traps, positively charged vacancies normally show negli-
gible trapping [15]. The temperature dependence of �V

also depends on vacancy local charge, positron trapp-
ing to negative vacancies increases with decreasing

temperature, while trapping to positive vacancies would
decrease rapidly [15].
SrTiO3 films were deposited by PLD on SrTiO3 (001)

substrates using KrF excimer laser, the laser fluence was
varied between 1:00–2:50 J cm�2. Films were grown in
0.25 mbar oxygen with a substrate temperature of 720 �C
then cooled in 0.25 mbar oxygen [16]. The rate per laser
shot was �0:03 nm at 2:00 J cm�2, and the films were
�200 nm thick. Atomic force microscopy showed that
the 1:67–2:50 J cm�2 films exhibited smooth step-terrace
structure confirming layer-by-layer growth, lower fluence
values resulted in island growth. The c-axis lattice parame-
ter expansion was determined by fitting the SrTiO3 (002)
XRD Cu-K�1 peaks for the substrate and the film using
Voigt functions [8,16]. Variable energy (VE) PALS mea-
surements were performed on films grown with laser flu-
ences in the range 1:50–2:00 J cm�2 at the neutron induced
positron source (NEPOMUC) at the Munich research
reactor FRMII [17,18]. The positron beam energy was
varied between 1 and 18 keV, and each lifetime spectra
contained >5� 106 counts accumulated with a count rate
of �6� 103 s�1. The instrument timing resolution func-
tion was normally described by three dominant, energy
dependent, terms; these showed a mean width, averaged
over all energies, of 299(20) ps. Three lifetime component
fits were found to give the best �2 values; the mean for all
the fit values was 1.14(8). The third lifetime component
had an average intensity<0:62% in all the films and is not
shown. DFT calculations were performed using the MIKA/

DOPPLER package [19], using the Arponen and Pajanne

electron-positron enhancement factor described within
the generalized gradient approximation [16,20]. Conven-
tional PALS measurements were performed on top seed
solution grown SrTiO3 and SrTiO3:Nb crystals between
12–300 K, as described elsewhere [21].
DFT calculated positron lifetimes in perovskite oxides

are typically in the range 150–160 ps for perfect lattice,
190–200 ps for the six-coordinated B-site monovacancy,
and 280–290 ps for the more open 12-coordinated A-site
vacancy [21–23]. The lifetimes for vacancy defects on the
three lattice sites are clearly separated and can provide
unambiguous defect identification. Here these calculations
are extended to selected conducting, magnetic, and multi-
ferroic perovskite oxide related materials, SrRuO3,
Sr3Ru2O7, LaMnO3, TbMnO3, and BiFeO3, and the same
trends are observed (Table I). Local relaxation of the
neighbor atoms can alter the vacancy defect lifetime; cal-
culations for the relaxed cation vacancy structures in
SrTiO3 and PbTiO3 are also given [23,24]. The VTi near
neighbor relaxations significantly decrease the positron
lifetime, while the similar, but smaller, VSr site relaxations
have a negligible effect (Table I). Calculated lifetime val-
ues for VA-VO complexes are only slightly greater (� 4 ps)
than isolated cation vacancy values [21–23]. In contrast,
VB-VO complex lifetimes are �20–30 ps greater [21,22],
and should be readily detected.

TABLE I. Calculated positron lifetimes (ps) for perfect lattice
(bulk) and monovacancy defects in selected ABO3 and related
materials.

Material Bulk Defect structure VA VB VO

PbTiO3 161 Unrelaxed 292 204 165

Relaxed 290 185

SrTiO3 152 Unrelaxed 280 195 161

Relaxed 281 189

SrRuO3 150 Unrelaxed 288 200 161

Sr3Ru2O7 180 Unrelaxed 301 207 187

LaMnO3 145 Unrelaxed 282 196 158

TbMnO3 152 Unrelaxed 259 199 161

BiFeO3 154 Unrelaxed 290 198 161
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The measured c-axis lattice expansions with respect to
the substrate (390.5 pm) as a function of laser fluence are
shown in Fig. 1(a). This is consistent with previous studies
[6,8–10], and it can be inferred that the stoichiometry
varies from Ti poor, through Ti=Sr� 1 at 1:50 J cm�2,
to Sr poor with increasing fluence. Figure 1(a) also shows
the mean positron lifetimes for the films, averaged over
the 3–5 keV positron implantation energy range [16]. The
minimum occurred for the 1:50 J cm�2 film, then increased
systematically in the Sr-poor region (1:50–2:00 J cm�2).
The form of the lifetime component depth profiles were
similar in this region [16]; the 1:67 J cm�2 results are

shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). Below 3 keV (� 40 nm),
the second lifetime value increased indicating a contribu-
tion from larger vacancy complex defects in the near
surface region. At 5 keV the implantation profile is con-
fined to the film [Fig. 2(c)]; as implantation energy in-
creases, the contribution from the substrate systematically
increases causing a reduction in the resolved lifetime
values [Fig. 2(a)].

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) The SrTiO3 film c-axis parameter
expansion derived from XRD 2�-! scans of the (002) peak
(square symbols) and the mean positron lifetime (triangle) (1–
5 keV implantation range average), as a function of PLD laser
fluence. (b) The component positron lifetimes and (c) intensities
for the 1:50–2:00 J cm�2 films (3–5 keV average). The VTi and
VSr lifetimes, 181 and 281 ps, respectively, are shown in (b).

FIG. 2 (color online). Depth profiled positron lifetime compo-
nents for the 1:67 J cm�2 SrTiO3 film. (a) Lifetimes (dashed lines
denote 181 and 281 ps), (b) intensities with positron implantation
energy. The dashed lines denote the 3–5 keV (gray shading)
average values. (c) The Makhovian positron implantation profiles
[substrate denoted by gray (yellow) shading].
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The positron lifetime and intensity values for the 1:50–
2:00 J cm�2 films, obtained by averaging 3–5 keV, are
shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). Two vacancy defect lifetimes,
�280 and �181 ps, were clearly resolved and in good
agreement with crystal SrTiO3 measurements and the DFT
lifetime values for VSr and VTi, respectively (Table I) [21].

Earlier PALS on crystal SrTiO3 observed positron trap-
ping to a vacancy defect with a lifetime of 181(3) ps at low
temperatures; the strong increase in trapping with decreas-
ing temperature showed the vacancy had a negative local
charge supporting the identification as the Ti vacancy [21].
These measurements were extended in this work to top
seed solution grown crystals, and temperature independent
saturation trapping at a single 180(2) ps vacancy defect,
VTi, was observed. Low temperature measurements were
also performed on Nb-doped crystals, and an increase in
trapping to a 278(7) ps vacancy defect, VSr, was observed.
Positron lifetime measurements on PbðZr0:4Ti0:6ÞO3 (PZT)
ceramics and PbTiO3 crystals and doped ceramics also
consistently observed vacancy defects at �180 and
�290 ps due to VB and VA defects, respectively [22,23].
At low temperatures there was a marked increase in the VB

intensity, due to more rapid increase in �VB
ðTÞ with de-

creasing temperature resulting from the larger negative
charge (V4�

B ; V2�
A ) [15].

The intensity of the VSr lifetime component shown in
Fig. 1(c) was observed to systematically increase with laser
fluence, consistent with the expected increase in the Ti=Sr
ratio from �1 at 1:50 J cm�2 [Fig. 1(a)]. The vacancy
defect concentrations were above the saturation trapping
limit in all samples, and the intensity variation can be
described by Eq. (1). The dominant trapping to VTi for
Ti=Sr� 1ð½VTi� � ½VSr�Þ is consistent with �VTi

>�VA

[21,22]. Further, from the observation of IVTi
=IVSr

� 3:6

at 1:5 J cm�2 [Fig. 1(c)], where it is inferred that
½VTi� � ½VSr� [Fig. 1(a)], it follows from Eq. (1) that this
is also the ratio of the defect specific trapping coefficients
(�VTi

=�VSr
� 3:6). Considering the difference in local

charge (V4�
Ti ; V

2�
Sr ), this is a plausible value [14,15].

Reducing the fluence into the Ti-poor, Ti=Sr< 1, region
resulted in a rapid increase in the mean lifetime [Fig. 1(a)].
The second lifetime component in the film increased to
�377ð10Þ ps in the 1:33 J cm�2 film and to �410ð21Þ ps
in the 1:17 J cm�2 film [16], and is due to the formation of
vacancy cluster defects [25]. Similar defects were detected
in an initial VE-PALS study of a SrTiO3 PLD film [25].

In conclusion, both Sr and Ti vacancy defects have been
observed in a series of PLD SrTiO3 films grown with
varying laser fluence, and hence stoichiometry, using depth
profiling positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy.
Positron trapping at VSr defects with a lifetime of
�280 ps, and VTi defects at 181 ps, were clearly resolved
and agreed with the DFT calculated values and bulk
SrTiO3 single crystal results. The intensity of trapping to
VSr defects increased with increasing PLD laser fluence
and film c-axis lattice parameter expansion. These thin film

measurements were made possible due to the combination
of an intense reactor-based variable energy positron beam
with a pulsed positron lifetime spectrometer [17,18]. VE
PALS has a sensitivity limit on the order of 0.1 ppm for
negative cation vacancy defects; previously the presence of
vacancy defects in thin film oxides has been inferred from
TEM and electron spectroscopy where defect concentra-
tions of 1%–10% are required [5,6,13]. All the SrTiO3

films studied had cation vacancy defect concentrations
greater than �50 ppm. The DFT calculations were ex-
tended to the range of relevant perovskite oxides and
showed that the vacancy defects had well separated posi-
tron lifetime values similar to SrTiO3. This work provides
evidence that VE PALS is capable of sensitive detection
and characterization of vacancy defects in a wide range of
oxide thin films and multilayers.
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